The Six Kingdoms
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God placed great kingdoms onto the soil of his newfound land. Here is the story:
God had traveled long and far, all across the Great Terrain. God named the Great Terrain, the
Universe because God felt at one with the song it told. It was where the mightiest and the strongest
could roam free going any destination, any distance the heart desired.
God leaped into the air as God came upon a mud droplet covered with water. God brought it
close and cherished it like a child. But the mud droplet needed life. So God gave it life. And God looked
at the green that now covered its soil. And thought it still needed something. So God let the beings of
light run freely, all throughout the great lands that covered the mud droplet letting them go wherever
they felt free. But God still felt like they needed something to help guide them on their journey.
So God made the Guardians. They were to watch over the beings of light and help guide them
on the journey to being free.
The first guardians blessed God for being part of God’s chosen ones with Mesopotamia, the first
civilization. Then the chosen Guardians, that God placed all over, one by one, gave their gifts as well, the
Mesoamerica pyramids were made, the pyramids of Giza were made, the Great Wall of China was made,
the Stonehenge was made, and the Easter Island Heads were made. Each represented the region where
the Guardians resided as well as their present to God. Mesopotamia symbolized the Middle East, the
Mesoamerica pyramids symbolized the Americas, the pyramids of Giza symbolized Africa, the Great Wall
of China symbolized Asia, the Stonehenge symbolized Europe, and the Easter Island Heads symbolized
the islands big and small.
Every gift from the Guardians was incredible. The presents were most beautiful, and then God
told the Guardians to now roam freely amongst the beings of light and care for them and nurture them.
Protect the beings of light and watch over the mud droplet because God cherishes the mud droplet very
deeply.
“The mud droplet was only chosen by God so it is a very special mud droplet. So don’t let
anything happen to it.” God then left the Guardians, the beings of light, and the mud droplet in search of
another mud droplet to share with God’s new life in hopes to be back soon with new stories to tell.

